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In this article we give curvature estimates for minimal annuli with convex boundary Li U Lz in parallel planes and apply these estimates to solve some kinds of non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem. The estimates for minimal annuli also give various necessary conditions for the existence of minimal surfaces.
Introduction.
In this article we give curvature estimates for minimal annuli with convex boundary Li U L2 in parallel planes and apply these estimates to solve some kinds of non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem. The estimates for minimal annuli also give various necessary conditions for the existence of minimal surfaces. To state our results, let us fix some notations first. Let P t = {(x,y,z) G R 3 ; z = t}, Sfa,^) = {(z,y,z) e M 3 ; *i < z < £2}, and iS ,/ (ti,*2) = {(x,y,z) G R 3 ; ti < y < £2}, where ti < £2. Let C R be the solid cylinder {(x, y, z) G R 3 ; x 2 + y 2 < R 2 }. Let A C S(ti,t2) be an embedded minimal annulus such that dA = L1UL2, where Li C P^ and L2 C Pt2 are convex Jordan curves. Denote V^ the perpendicular projection on a plane TT perpendicular to the xy-plane. Let fU := Int(7\(i4)), the interior of 7^(4), and dn w = Ut=i r^ where Vf = VniLi), i = 1, 2, and FJ and FJ are arcs connecting FJ and Ff.
In Lemma 2.1 we estimate |ri|, the length of Fj. We have liTI + lial > |rj| + |ri|, and liTlirjl > (t2 -hf, |rj| + |rj| > 2(t 2 -to.
Although the proof of the former is a simple imitation of a technique in [fanghwang-js] , and the proof of the latter comes from elementary Euclidean 871 geometry, the more accurate new estimate to Q leads us to curvature estimates.
In Lemma 2.2 we prove that if A C S(ti, £2) H S'(-R,R)
and TT is the yz-plane, then for any point p G Int(A), max{dist(7\(p),rf), dist^fr),!?)} > M^ll^, where d = dist(p,95(ti,t2))-Note that aS'fa,^) = ^ U P^, so if p = (a:, y, z), then d = min{z -ti,t2 -^} = min{dist(p, PtJ? dist(p, Pt2)}-In Proposition 2.1, using Lemma 2.2 and by projecting on a suitable direction we prove an interior curvature estimate for A C S^i,^) ^ C#> that is, there is a constant Co > 0, such that for any p e Int(A), the Gaussian curvature of p satisfies
\K(P)\ < 2f, where d = dist(p, dS(ti,t2)).
This curvature estimate gives immediate generalization of the existence result of Hoffman and Meeks, [fanghwang-hmQ] , to the continuous convex boundary case, see Theorem 2.2. Proposition 2.2 gives another curvature estimate. It states that if A C 5(ti, £2) H S'(t' v £2) is a compact minimal annulus such that dA = Li U L2? where Li C P^ and L2 C Pt2 are C 2 convex Jordan curves, then there is a constant Ci such that for any p G A, 882 = 1/2-Let S be the set of rectifiable annulus S such that dS = Li U L2. Douglas [fanghwang-dogl] proved that if inf {Area(S')} < Area(S'i) + Area(S2), then there is an area minimizing (therefore minimal) annulus A such that dA = LiUL2.
If Li and L2 are coaxial unit circles in parallel planes, then it is wellknown that there is a constant h > 0 such that when the distance between the centres is smaller than /i, there are exactly two catenoids bounded by Li U L2; when the distance between the centres is equal to fo, there is only one catenoid bounded by L1UL2] when the distance between the centres is larger than fe, there are no catenoids bounded by Li U £2-Furthermore, by Shiffman's third theorem [fanghwang-shl], any minimal annuli bounded by L1UL2 must be a rotation surface hence is a piece of a catenoid. Thus there are either two, one, or zero minimal annuli bounded by Li U L2 depending on the distance between their centres.
Meeks and White [fanghwang-mwl] generalized the above observation to minimal annuli bounded by two smooth convex Jordan curves Li U L2 in different parallel planes, i.e., there are either two, one, or zero minimal annuli bounded by L1UL2. But unlike the coaxial circles case, there are no simple criteria to tell us when do we have two, one, or zero minimal annuli bounded by L1UL2.
However, there are some partial conditions, either sufficient or necessary to the existence of a solution to some special Douglas-Plateau problems for two contours. For example, let us consider the Douglas-Plateau problem to the boundary consisting of two Jordan curves Li U L2 in parallel and different planes, say Li c Po, £2 C P^, d > 0.
If Li and L2 are smooth convex, then besides Douglas's sufficient condition, Hoffman and Meeks in [fanghwang-hm9] gave a sufficient condition to ensure that there are two solutions, i.e., if there is a connected compact nonplanar minimal surface (could be branched) whose boundary is contained in open planar disks bounded by Li and L2, then there are two minimal annuli bounded by Li U L2. For the precise statement, please see Theorem 2.2 below.
The result of Hoffman and Meeks can be also treated as a necessary condition, i.e., let Ci and C2 be smooth convex Jordan curves such that Li and L2 are contained in the open planar disks bounded by Ci and C2 respectively, then there is a connected compact minimal surface (maybe branched) bounded by Li UL2 only if there are two minimal annuli bounded byCiUC2.
There are other necessary conditions. For example, Theorem 2.2 combined with a J. C. C. Nitsche Furthermore, if
We define Non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem of annular type for n boundary curves as follows:
Let Li, i = 1, • • • , n, be disjoint, embedded proper complete curves, at least one of them is non-compact, find a minimal annulus A such that dA = As we have seen, there are many necessary conditions restricting the solvability of even compact Douglas-Plateau problems for two contours, the solvability of the non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem seems should require more hypotheses than the compact case. We will see that in fact in our special cases discussed in Section 3, the same condition that ensures the existence of solutions for compact cases is also enough for non-compact cases.
It is known for more than one hundred years that for some non-compact boundaries we can find minimal annuli solving the corresponding "two contour" Douglas-Plateau problem. A classical example is a minimal annulus bounded by two parallel straight lines, a piece of one of Riemann's examples. Although a straight line is no longer a Jordan curve, it is a proper complete (convex) curve in R 3 .
In [fanghwang-f3], it was proved that if Li and L2 are proper noncompact complete smooth planar convex curves in parallel planes with two symmetries, then there are two minimal annuli A and B such that dA = dB -P. Furthermore, A and B are foliated by strictly convex Jordan curves.
In Section 3, we prove the existence of various types of non-compact Douglas-Plateau problems. We will show that the symmetric conditions in [fanghwang-f3] is redundant, see Theorem 3.1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is an application of Theorem 2.1, but we must first prove that there are barriers confining the approximate compact minimal annuli such that we can use Theorem 2.1, these barriers are established in Lemma 3.1.
In Theorem 3.2 we prove that there are at least two minimal annuli bounded by four straight lines Lj, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that Li C P_i and L2 C P-i are parallel, L3 C Pi and L4 C Pi are parallel, but Li and L3 are not parallel, if the distances between Li and L2, and L3 and L4, are sufficiently large.
We will also prove that there are minimal annuli bounded by four parallel straight lines in two different parallel planes, if the boundary satisfies some kind of Hoffman-Meeks condition. See Theorem 3.3. [fanghwang-mwl] that N is one-to-one and harmonic, we know that N^1(Sl) is smooth and its tangent directions are not pointed at ±(1,0,0), therefore Ts U r4 = P(iV~1(S'J)) is smooth in its interior.
Note that for an interior point V(p) of Fs, the tangent line of Fa at If V{p) is an interior point of Fs ur4, then since N{p) = (0,6, c),
Therefore, vN = 1 along the interior of T^ and r4. Thus by the expression of N we see that u satisfies the boundary condition VTU = -V*N = -i, on r3ur4. Note that |'4'| = l^'l and 2^31 < |r^| + |r' 4 | < \T 3 \ + \T 4 \ < |ri| + |r 2 |. Now let h -t2 -ti and without loss of generality suppose that |ri| > |r2|, thus |r2| = c|ri|, 0 < c < 1, and 2II3I < (1 + c)|ri|. Since we obtain that (i-c) 2 If A C 5(ti, £2) n S'(*i, ^), then |ri| < t' 2 -if^ so by (2.7)
. By a rotation, we see that (2.5) and (2.6) are true.
The proof is now complete. □ Similar arguments as in Lemma 2.1 give us further information of the domain Int(P(A)). Curvature estimates annuli and non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem 881
Elementary geometry tells us that
thus Similarly, we have 
Proof. Let VQ be the projection on a plane TTQ with normal v$ = (cos^, sin^, 0).
Then by Lemma 2.1 .Int(^(i4)) is a domain bounded by rf, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We give an orthonormal basis in TT^, (61,62), such that (v^, 61,62) is an positive basis of R 3 . The convention is that under this coordinate system, Fg has a smaller first coordinate than that for F^. Define
Then / is continuous and f(9 + TT) = -f(0). Thus there exists at least one 0 = 60, such that /(0o) = 0, i.e., dist(^0(p),rg Proof. First observe that as uniformly bounded convex Jordan curves {L™} and {L2 } are equicontinuous.
In fact, by Lemma 2.1, the arc lengths of {Li} and {Z^} are at l east (^2 -ti) 2 /R. Since {LJ} and {LV,} are contained in CR and are convex, their arc lengths have an upper bound too.
Thus a subsequence of {LJ}, still denote by {if}, has a convergent arc length, i.e., l n := |Ly| -* I > (t 2 
-ttf/R.
Since Lf is convex, it has tangent almost everywhere. Let a n : [0, l n ] -> P^i be the embedding of Lf such that |a n | = 1 almost everywhere. Define s : [0,/] -♦ [0,g by s(t) = l n t/l and (3 n : [0,/] -> P tl by /3 n (t) = a n (s(t)), then \$n\ = In/1 almost everywhere. Thus {/3 n } is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded.
By Ascoli-Arzela theorem, a subsequence of /? n , still denote by (3 nj uniformly converges to a continuous mapping (3 : [0, /]. By (2.6) the image of /? cannot be a line segment or a point. Since each /3 n is one-to-one except at the two ends, (3 defines a Jordan curve Li. Let Di be the domain enclosed by Li and D™ the domain enclosed by LJ, then D™ -> Di. Since each D™ is convex, Di is convex. Hence Li is a convex Jordan curve. Similarly we can treat {LrJ} and we may assume that a subsequence of {cM n }, still denote by {dAn}, has a limit Li U Z^ an d la C P^ and L2 C Pt2 are convex Jordan curves.
Let Since each A mTri fl P* is a strictly convex Jordan curve in CR fl Pt and {A mrn } converges in C k topology, k > 2, A fl Pt must be a convex Jordan curve, thus A is a minimal annulus. Now limra-^oo dAm^ = Li U L2-We only need prove that dA = Li U L2.
In fact, let V^ be the perpendicular projection on a plane TT perpendicular to the xy-plane and $7^ = Int(P 7r (yl mm )), then by Lemma 2.1, ^4 mm consists of two simply connected graphs G+ and G~ with continuous boundary. Similarly, A consists of two simply connected graphs G + and G~ on a domain in the plane TT. Let X+ : D -> R 3 and X~ : D -> R 3 be conformal embeddings from the closed unit disk D for G+ and G~ respectively, normalized such that X+(pi) = q™, for three fixed points pi G dD and limTn-.oogf 1 = ft € LiSimilarly we require the three points condition for X~.
Since dA mm consists of two convex Jordan curves in dS(ti, £2) n CR, the arc lengths of dA mrn is uniformly bounded, hence by isoperimetric inequality, the areas of A mm , hence of G+, G~, are uniformly bounded. Now since X+ are conformal, f D \DX+\ 2 is uniformly bounded. Therefore, by CourantLebesgue Lemma (see Theorem 3 on page 238 of [fanghwang-dhkw]), X+ is uniformly continuous and converges on D.
Similarly we can prove that X~ converges on D. Since G+ -» G + and G" -> G", and d(G+ U G") fl dSfa^) = ^m m converges to Li U L2, and the plaiae TT was arbitrary, we see that dA = Li U L2 and ^4 is continuous up to boundary and dA = Li U1/2-d
Remai-k 2. 
In particular, ifdT, where Fi and r2 are the projection of dA (9) . Note that we can make dA (9) such that L(M = |ri|, Wt) = \r2\. 
^, <)>max |(iz|)! ) (^)!|, tg^ta).

D
To establish the existence of solutions to non-compact Douglas-Plateau problem with four parallel straight lines as boundary in Section 3, we need another curvature estimate for minimal annuli.
Proposition 2.2. Let A C S^ij^nS"^,^) be a compact embedded minimal annulus such that dA = Li U L2, where Li C Pt 1; L2 C Pt2 we C 2 convex Jordan curves. Let E > 0 such that \K(P)\ < E for anyp e dA, where K is the planar curvature. Then there is a constant Ci > 0 only depending on t2 -ti, ^ -t'i and E, such that \K(p)\ < Cx, where K(p) is the Gaussian curvature of A.
Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof in [fanghwang-mrl] of a special case of this Proposition, the estimates in Lemma 2.1 enables us to make this generalization.
By a homothety, we can assume that ti = -1, t2 = 1. By a translation we can assume that t^ = -i2, t^ = R for some R > 0.
If the Proposition is not true, then there are minimal annuli B n C S (-1,1) fl S^-R, R) such that dB n consists of two convex Jordan curves in P_i and Pi, whose planar curvatures are bounded by E y and 3p n 6 B n such that
lim K Bn {p n ) = -oo.
n->-oo
Let B n = B n -p n := {p G M 3 , p + Pn € B n }. Note that p n = (x n , y n , z n ), -R < Vn < R, -l-< Zn < I-By a rotation if necessary, we may assume that -1 < z n < 0. So that B n = Pn-Pn C 5(-l,2)n5 / (-2P,2P) contains the origin, and dB n C P-i-zn U Pi-z n . Let P n = yfCnB n be the homothety of B n and iiT^ be the Gaussian curvature of P n , then \K^ \ < 1. Let D m be the ball centred at origin with radius m. Then by Lemma 2.3 a subsequence of {Pn} converges in D m . By a diagonal argument, a subsequence of {Pn}, still denote by {Pn}? converges to an embedded minimal surface M in R 3 . M is not a plane, since it has a point (the origin) with Gaussian curvature -1.
Since the Gauss map iV" : P n -^ 5 2 is one-to-one and N ^ ±(0,0,1), [fanghwang-mwl], we have Jg Kg n dA > -47r, see [fanghwang-osl]. It forces that M must have total curvature at least -47r.
Since the boundaries of P n are on Py/c^(-i-z n ) an(^ Ry/c^(i-zn) an<^ ^n ~* oo as n -> oo, if M has a boundary, it must be that limn->oo y/C^(-l -z n ) exists in M or limn-^oo y/^niX-Zn) exists in R. Since -1 < z n < 0, it must be lim^oo yJC^(-l -z n ) = to exists and dM C Pto-Since P n fl Pt are convex and have uniform planar curvature bound, dM = limn-.oo dB n f\P^Q^^_ l _ Zr^ exists.
Since dB n has uniform planar curvature bound P, it turns out the planar curvature of dM is bounded by Ejy/C^ -► 0, hence dM must be a straight line I if dM ± 0. If 5M ^ 0, then rotating M around I = dM by TT degree, we get a complete minimal surface without boundary, its total curvature is at least -STT, and it contains a straight line. But such a surface does not exist by classification, see for example [fanghwang-lo]. Thus dM = 0.
It forces that M must be a catenoid since that it is non-flat completely embedded without boundary, and its total curvature is at least -47r.
Thus M n Po is a circle and since Pn -> M, the length of Pn fl PQ should be bounded, i.e., there is an F > 0, such that |PnnPo|<P.
But since Pn fl Pt is a convex Jordan curve for each t 6 (-1,1), and Pn fl 5(-l,l) nS'(-R,R), recalling that -1 < z n < 0 and applying (2.4) to B n n S(z n , 1), we have D Remark 2.2. Since we assume that dA is C 2 , the estimate is a global one, not just interior. But we can only prove by contradiction that the curvature of A C S(ti,t2) H S'tfi, £2) has an a prior bound. The ideal proof is to give an a prior estimate of curvature bound for A C 5(ti, fe) nS 7^, t^) explicitly involving the boundary planar curvature of dA, the height £2 -£1, ail d the width £2 -tp Such a concrete estimate will be useful in many other cases.
Then we have another compactness theorem. Proof Let D r be the ball centred at origin with radius r, then M 3 = Um=i^™-Since lim n _^ooii = Li, linin-^oo^ = ^2, for m and n large enough, A n n Dm 7^ 0. By Proposition 2.2 {A n } has a uniform curvature bound, so Lemma 2.3 applied in Dm gives a convergent subsequent {A rnn n Dm}, then {i4m m } is a subsequence of {An} which converges to an embedded minimal surface A in any compact set. Since limn-.oo LJ = Li, Irnin-KX) L2 = L21 we have dA = Li U L2.
-□ Remark 2.3. Note that the limit minimal surface A is not necessarily an annulus. In fact, it may be even not connected.
Applications to Non-Compact Douglas-Plateau Problem.
First let us define various boundaries for which we want to solve the related Douglas-Plateau problem.
Let a : R -> R 2 be a properly embedded complete convex curve, and let L =-a(R). Suppose that L is not a straight line, then R 2 -L has two components, only one of them is convex.
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Definition 3.1 (Standard Boundary). We call F := L1UL2 a standard boundary if:
• Li c P_i and L2 C Pi are two continuously embedded, proper, complete, non-compact, non-flat convex curves.
• Let Yi C P-i and I2 C Pi be the two convex domains bounded by Li and L2 respectively. Let Yi C Po and Li C Po be the perpendicular projections of Yi and Li, for i = 1, 2. Then Yi n Y2 is a bounded convex domain.
• There is a connected compact non-planar (maybe branched) minimal surface S such that c?E C Yi U Y2- 
Let N be a connected compact non-planar (maybe branched) minimal surface such that dN C Yi U Y2, then
Int(^)nInt(iV) = 0, BDN^Q.
A and B have the same symmetry groups as that ofF.
Remark 3.2. If we change the last condition in the definition of standard boundary so that <9E C Yi\JY2, then there is at least one embedded minimal annulus C such that dC = F. Furthermore, C behaves just like A in the sense that they satisfy the same properties in 1, 3 and 4 of Theorem 3.1.
A limit case of standard boundary is that of straight line boundary,
Definition 3.2 (Straight Line Boundary). A straight line boundary is as follows:
• F = \Ji-iLi, where Li are straight lines such that Li and L2 are contained in P_i and parallel, while L3 and L4 are contained in Pi and parallel. But Li and L3 are not parallel.
• Remark 3.4. The Remark 3.2 also applies to the straight line boundary. Now let us consider parallel straight lines. It is also an limit case of a standard boundary. Indeed if we consider a standard boundary such that there is a straight line L C PQ which intersects Li and L2 in exactly one point respectively. We may change Li and L2 such that the single intersection points of L with Li and L2 go to infinity in opposite directions, and Li and L2 both break into two straight lines parallel to L. Thus we give the following definition of a parallel line boundary: Remark 3.5. By Corollary 2.1, a necessary condition for F = (Ji=i ^ being a parallel boundary is that the product of the widths of the strips Yi and I2 is larger than 4.
Given a parallel boundary F as above, we always assume that the straight lines Li are parallel to the rc-axis.
A special case of parallel boundary is a lattice boundary (it defines a lattice in the yz-plane):
Definition 3.4 (Lattice Boundary). Let F be a parallel boundary. Let Pi be the intersection points of the Li with the yz-plane. If the p^s are the vertices of a parallelogram, then we call the parallel boundary a lattice boundary.
Let F be the parallelogram with pi as vertices. Then we select the bisectrice point (the intersection of the two diagonals) of F as the origin of R 3 .
Our third existence theorem is the following:
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a parallel boundary, then there exists an embedded minimal annulus V such that dV = F. Also V satisfies:
1. For -l<t<l, PtDV are strictly convex Jordan curves.
Let N be a connected compact non-planar (maybe branched) minimal surface such that ON
C Yi UY2, then V D N ^ 0.
V is invariant under the reflection (x,y,z) -> {-x,y,z).
If Y is a lattice boundary, then T) is invariant under the rotation of angle TT around the x-axis.
Remark 3.6. In [fanghwang-mrl], Meeks and Rosenberg gave a proof of the existence of V with a lattice boundary in order to construct doubly periodic minimal surfaces.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
The idea for the proof of Theorem 3.1 is to construct sequences of compact minimal annuli {A n } and {B n } whose convex boundaries approaching the given P. Now we approach Li and L2 by convex Jordan curves L* C P_i and L^ C Pi such that for any R > 0, there is an NR > 0 such that whenever n>N R ,
Let Di find D^ be the disks bounded by L^ and L^. We can make L^ and L^ such that And /or any £ € (-1,1), there is an R(t) > 0 such that
Moreover, we can make that R{t) = R(-t) and R(s) < R(t) whenever
w < 1*1.
As proved in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can choose coordinates (rr, y, z) of M 3 , such that if a > 0 is large enough, we have QaHl^ = 0 and Q_ a nLi = 0 or, Qa^Li = 0 and Q-. a nL2 = 0, but not both. Without loss of generality, we assume that it is the former and keep this convention in this paper. By Lemma 3.1, A n n 5(-t, t) C C R^ and B n n S(-t, t) C C R^, hence for each t G (0,1), they are uniformly bounded. By Shiffman's first theorem [fanghwang-shl], A n n Pt and B n n Pt are strictly convex Jordan curves. Now we can use Theorem 2.1 to prove subsequences of {A n } and {B n } converge to A and B in the interior of 5 (-1,1) . In fact, there are subsequences of {A n } and {B n } which are convergent to embedded compact minimal annuli A^ C S(-t mj t m ) and B tm c S(-t m ,t m ) in 5 f (-t m ,t m ) for any t m , where t m/ /lasm-^oo. By a diagonal argument we see that subsequences of {^n} and {B n } converge to embedded minimal surfaces A and B. Since for each 5 G (-£ m ,£ m ), A n fl P s and B n n P s C CR^ is uniformly bounded convex Jordan curves and the convergence is smooth, AnP s and B nP s are convex Jordan curves. Since for t G (-1,1), A fl P t and B fl P t are convex, by Shiffman's theorem again, we know that AoPt and BnPt are strictly convex, hence A and B are minimal annuli.
Still denote these subsequences by {A n } and {B n }, we only need prove that A and B are continuous up to boundary and dA = dB = F. Now by Lemma 2.1 A n consists of two simply connected minimal graphs over a domain Q n C PQ, say G+, G~.
Since ^ = G+UG~, .A n nQ a and A n nQ_ a are the unions of two graphs respectively, hence they are simple curves. Similarly, A fl Q a and A fl Q_ a are simple curves. Thus G+ fl Wa, G' fl Wa, G+ fl W a , and G" fl W,, are all simply connected.
Let Q a = finWa, then Qa is bounded and has piecewise smooth boundary as proved in Lemma 2.1, hence d£l a has finite length. Also by Lemma 3.1, A n Wa is also bounded, thus we know that G + fl W a , G~ D Wa have finite area.
Let D be the closed unit disk in C and X n : D -» R 3 be a conformal embedding of G+fl W a such that for three fixed points pi G dD, X n (pi) = <#, where % G dG+ n (Li U L2) nWa, i = 1, 2, 3. Since a^n -> Li U L2, this is alway possible. Since G+ -> G + , the areas of G+ fl W a are uniformly bounded and by the conformality of X n , J D \DX n \ 2 are uniformly bounded. By Courant-Lebesgue Lemma, G+ nW a = X n (D) converges to (G + U (Li UL2)) fl Wa and is continuous up to boundary. Similar argument for G~ also holds. Thus we see that d(A fl W a ) n (P_i U Pi) = (Li U L2) n Wa for all a > 0 large enough. Moreover, it is clear that dA C P_i UPi. Therefore dA = Li U L2 and similarly dB = LiU L2 and they are continuous up to boundary.
Let TV be a connected non-planar compact (maybe branched) minimal surface such that dN C Yi U ¥2-Let V n be the solid bounded by A n U D* U D*, and V be the solid bounded by AuYi UF2. We know that AT c V n and Int(^4 n )nlnt(iV) = 0. Since y n -> V, N C 7. By the comparison principle for minimal surfaces, either A = iV or Int(^l)nInt(iV) = 0. Since iV is compact and A is not compact, Int(iV)nInt(»4) = 0. In particular, Int(E)niInt(^4) = 0. Since B n n iV ^ 0, lim n _,oo 5 n = ^B, and JV is compact, we know that
BnN^Q. By Theorem 2.2, we can construct the approaching sequences {A n } and {B n } such that they have the same symmetry groups as that of F, thus the limits, A and Z3, have the same symmetry groups as that of F.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete except that we still need prove Lemma 3.1. □
The idea for the proof of Lemma 3.1 is to construct various barriers and use the comparison principle for minimal surfaces. To establish these barriers, let us quote a Lemma in [fanghwang-chm]. Proof of Lemma 3.1. First we claim that Yi U Y2 is contained in an unbounded domain fi with four rays as boundary. And if we adjust the angles between the boundary rays of Q, we can assume that there is a straight line / contained in fJ. Note that this implies that R 3 -ft consists of two unbounded convex domains.
Lemma 3.2 (Lemma 4 in [fanghwang-chm]). Let Lo consist of two non-collinear rays emanating from the origin in the plane
In fact, since Yi fl Y2 is convex and bounded, there are exactly two unbounded components on Li -L2 and L2 -Li. Say a; C Li -L2, /?; C L1 -L21 i = 1, 2, are the four unbounded components. Take a point on each of these unbounded components, say p G QJI, p' G #2, q G /?i, q' e fa. Since Li are convex, there are straight lines passing through these four points such that Li are on the same side of these lines. Denote these lines by Zp, Z^/, l q , and Iqf.
If Zp and l p t interset, then Yi is contained in a wedge Cti (a convex domain bounded by two rays issuing from one point) bounded by rays in lp and l p f. If lp and lpf are parallel, then since Li is non-compact convex, Yi is contained in the strip S bounded by lp and lpf. Since Li is non-flat, we can find a wedge fli such that Yi C fli. Similarly, there is a wedge 0,2 DY}.
Since Yi n Y2 is compact, by parallel translations or, if necessary, vary the angles of the wedges, we can assume that dCti n 30,2 = {P, Q}» Take Q to be the domain bounded by rays in dOi 1)80,2 issuing from P and Q, then clearly Yi U Y2 C O. By enlarging O if necessary, we can assume that the straight line Z which is the bisector of the line segment PQ is contained in O. Take Z as the rr-axis, then the coordinate system of (x, y, z) satisfies that if a > 0 large enough, we have Qa n L2 = 0 and Q_ a fl Li = 0 or, Qa fl Li = 0 and Q-a n L2 = 0, but not both.
Denote the two components of 80 by Z 1 and Z 2 . Now let A C 5(-1,1) be a compact minimal surface such that dA = Ci U C2, Ci C Fi, C2 C Y2. Then Ci fl L2 = 0 and C2 fl Li = 0. See Figure  3 below.
Figure 3
We first prove that for any a > 0, there is an S(a) > 0 such that
AnW a cS'(-S(a),S(a)).
We use the barrier in Lemma 3.2. 
Figure 4
Such minimal graphs exist and are unique. Take R(t) = max{^Pi(t), ^5(Pi(t))}, then A n Pt C C^). Since Gi and G2 are continuous, Ri(t) is nondecreasingly continuous respect to t. Thus P(t) is nondecreasingly continuous respect to t.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. □
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. The key point is that we can confine approaching minimal annulus sequences {A n } and {B n } by four minimal barriers, i.e., the minimal graphs as in Lemma 3.2, using the eight rays issuing form the four intersection points of Li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus Lemma 3.1 is true for a straight line case. The other arguments are either exactly the same as the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 or are slightly variations of them. d
Proof of Theorem 3.3.
We start with Z£ being the convex curve consisting of the two line segments (Li U L2) n Cn, and two round arcs smoothly connecting the two pairs of end points, note that we use the same arcs up to a translation or reflection. Similarly define L^ By this construction, Li and Z£ are invariant under the reflection about the yz-plane and have uniformly bounded boundary planar curvature. If F is a lattice boundary, then we can make 1% to be the image of Z^ under the rotation of angle TT around the rr-axis.
By Theorem 2.2, there are embedded minimal annuli B n bounded by L* UZ^ such that Int(jB n )nInt(E) ^ 0, where E is the minimal surface in the H-M condition of Definition 3.3. Moreover, B n has the same symmetry group as that of L* U Z£. Note that there is an R > 0 such that B n C 5 / (--R, R) and by the construction, we see that L* U L^ have uniform boundary planar curvature bound and linin-.oo L^U L^ = T. Hence we can apply Theorem 2.3 to conclude that there is a subsequence of {B n } which converges to an embedded minimal surface V such that dV = F.
Since B^s satisfy the symmetry conditions in Theorem 3.3, V also satisfies the symmetry conditions.
It remains to prove that V is an annulus and satisfies the other properties claimed in Theorem 3.3.
To establish that V is an annulus, it is sufficient to prove that V fl Pt is a strictly convex Jordan curve, for any -1 < t < 1.
Since B n fl S ^ 0 and E is compact, we see that V D E 7^ 0. We observe that Ptftf) is the smooth limit of a sequence of strictly convex Jordan curves. If Pt HV is compact, then it must be a convex Jordan curve. Thus the only thing left to be proved is that V D Pt must be compact.
Note that Pt D V is invariant under the reflection about the y^-plane. If Pt fl V is not compact, then clearly Pt fl V fl {x = ±5} 7^ 0, for any s > 0, otherwise Pt D V is bounded. This forces that Pt fl V consists of two graphs generated by uniformly bounded functions yi(x,t) and y2(x,t) J Hi !> 2/2, -00 < x < 00, or in the limit case, yi = 2/2-Let yf an d 2/2 be the functions defined by Pt fl JB n , then yf is concave and y^ is convex. Since yi(x) = lim n^o o:*/i\ 2/20*0 = limn-ooi/J, in C^ topology, Vfc > 0, 2/f(a:) = 2/f(-a;), z = 1, 2, 2/1 is concave with maximum 7/1 (0, £) and 2/2 is convex with minimum 2/2(0, £). By Lemma 2.1 |2 /1 (0,t)-2/2(0,t)|>max(il^,(^l> for -1 < t < 1. If Pt n © is not compact, then 2/1 and 2/2 are both defined on (-00,00), and 2/1 is concave, 2/2 is convex. Thus Pt H 2? is the union of two parallel straight lines which are parallel to the x-axis. Consider the arc length functions L(t) = the arc length of Pt fl D, and L n (t) = the arc length of Pt D S n .
Then L n (t) -> L(t) when n -* oo. By [fanghwang-osh], L n is convex with respect to t. We see that if for some -1 < to < 1, L(to) = oo, then Ln(h) -» oo and there is a closed interval containing to in (-1,1) such that on which L n (t) -> oo. Thus we can assume that the set {t € (-1,1) | Pt n V is not compact} contains an open interval in (-1,1) . Hence there are -1 < ti < t2 < 1 such that Pt fl V consists of two straight lines parallel to the rr-axis for ti < t < t2. Thus V is contained in a ruled minimal surface. Since the only non-planar ruled minimal surface is the Helicoid and its generating straight lines are not parallel, V is contained in two planes Pi and P2 such that Li U L2 U L3 U L4 C Pi U P2. Now since V is embedded, we have that Pi is the plane containing Li UL3, P2 is the plane containing L2 UL4. But by the comparison principle for minimal surfaces, En (Pi UP2) = 0? and EflD = 0, a contradiction. This contradiction proves that Pt fl V is compact.
As before, once we know that Pt fl© is convex for -1 < t < 1, then it is strictly convex by quoting Shiffman's first theorem.
The remaining properties claimed in Theorem 3.3 can be proved in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
